FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Ninja Pong

Alien Worm Studios Releases Ninja Pong for iPhone/iPod touch and Ninja Pong
HD for iPad
In the specialized Ninja Master training one skill is extremely important.
The skill in Bouncing.
Gdansk, Poland – October 27, 2011 – Alien Worm Studios is proud to announce that their second
game, Ninja Pong, is currently available on the App Store exclusively for iPhone, iPad (HD version)
and iPod Touch. Ninja Pong is a unique and highly addictive arcade game in which players bounce
hundreds of little ninjas by touching the screen and moving finger horizontally.
In the tough Ninja's life full of spying, sabotage and infiltration there is always something to jump over.
You have to stay focused and concentrated if you don't want to fall dawn. It becomes more complicated
if you're a tiny Ninja with gigantic head and you have to deal with a precipice larger than you could
have ever imagined!
“I'm extremely pleased with Ninja Pong. We've started with a very simple idea and our goal was to
make it as much polished, visually ravishing and addicting as it is possible. Often working until 4 a.m. I
know we did our best!” said Marcin Konczakowski, founder of Alien Worm. “With a great feedback
from players from around the world we built two different gameplay modes, diverse lands, special
bonuses and a lot of additional, unlockable content and gameplay modifications. All these factors for
sure will make players come back to Ninja Pong for better and better scores!”
Ninja Pong is currently available at $0.99, with the HD version at $1.99 (or equivalent amount in other
currencies) and available worldwide through the App Store in the games category.
For more information about Alien Worm and Ninja Pong, please visit http://www.alienworm.com .
Alien Worm is an independent video games studio located in Gdansk, Poland formed by people who
find making games a great source of positive energy. In 2011, Alien Worm finished its first iPhone title:
Sky Combat which hit the 14th place in the US and 8th in the UK Top Paid Apps on the App Store.
With those and earlier non-iPhone experience the studio continues to create new fun and creative
games.
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